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NO NIGHT ACTION

1. AS HOS AWARE, STATION'S DOUBLE AGENTS HAVE NOT HAD
MEETINGS WITH SOVS SINCE ASSASSINATION. THIS PRINCIPALLY DUE
FACT THAT PRIOR 22 NOV THE SOVS SCHEDULED FUTURE SESSIONS FOR
PERIOD BEGINNING CIRCA 1 DEC; ALSO DUE FACTOR THAT ONE AGENT
OUT OF TOUCH WITH SOV C/O AND THAT ANOTHER AGENT
OUT OF COUNTRY.

2. WILL HAVE MEETING SOV ON EVE 29 NOV.
HAS MEETING DEC, ESTATE-Z ABOUT 2 DEC. WILL HAVE LIND-1 MEET
SOV EARLY NEXT WEEK. HAVE SEPARATELY ADVISED HOS RE
STATION'S PROPOSAL RE LIND-1 MEETING WITH SOV.

3. REQUEST INSTRUCTIONS ON WHAT TACTIC OR ELICITATION
EFFORT IF ANY THAT DOUBLES SHOULD MAKE.

4. ALSO REQUEST SIMILAR INSTRUCTIONS RE STATION'S SOV
ACCESS. AGENTS MAY ALSO HAVE
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